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11. Summary of the new findings of the thesis: 

Presenting a systematic way of interaction between "delta region/ rice culture " and "highland/kaingin 

culture" helps to study the influences of the integrity of the national territory in history. Since then, the 

argument about the relationship between highland culture with the security of Vietnam national 

borders. 

This is also help to clarify the concept of "ethnic", "ethnicity", "highlanders", "highlander culture" and 

"national border security"; analyze to clarify the factors of highlander culture affects national border 

security, in particular: nomadic culture, shifting farming culture, decentralized demographic culture of 

the highlander communities in history. 

Analysis of the role of factors of highlander culture in forming national border security on three basic 

aspects: Politics - Legal, Economics - Society, Ideology - Culture. 

The importance of highlander culture for national border security has now been made clear both in 

terms of theory (the views, guidelines and policies of the Party and the State) and practical aspects, 

through studying the impact of highlander culture on national border security in two areas of Western 

Plateau and Northwest of Vietnam. 



 
 

Develop and propose a number of measures to promote factors of highlander culture for land border 

security of Vietnam today.  

12. Practical applicability: 

The findings of the thesis bring reference valuable to help policymakers to make ethnic and border 

security policies in the trend of international integration and globalization. 

In particular, the solution of the thesis is feasible and effective to support strategies to ensure security 

along the land borders of Vietnam in the context of globalization and international integration. 

13. Further research directions: 

Highlander culture not only has an important role to ensure national border security but also plays a 

very important role in ensuring national unity, in the struggle to defeat all peace process conspiracy 

and riot of the reactionary forces. 

At the same time, the factors of the highlander culture of Southeast Asia is one of the important basis 

for the construction of ASEAN Cultural-Socio Community 2015. 

That is further research directions expand the practical significance of this thesis. 
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